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METHODS

By the end of this course  you'll be able to identify trends, daily

market flow and execute weekly winning trades over and over

again.  

There is a language to the markets, and once you understand it

a whole new world of opportunities presents itself. Through this

course you'll gauge analysts comments, investors risk aversions

and appetite, central bank comments, bond market and

precious metals on a daily basis to shape ideas and find

 evidence of buying or selling. We speculators track money and

trade with the flow, that is the true way trading. We specs have

an unparalleled formula, where the majority of our counterparts

await data or events to unfold to make a move we'll be one step

ahead. When others get shaken out with noise from the media

or market makers spikes we'll stay true to our core views as we

know where the real flow lies. We don't rely on indicators, lines

or candlesticks to guide us, we shape our idea first then we look

at our charts second.  

 

The aim of this course is to learn:
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CONTINUATION 
REVERSAL 

TREND TRADING
Throughout the course I'll demonstrate each one as the

opportunity presents itself. 

Continuation and reversal trades are aimed to build upon the

previous day's dominant themes. Where trend trading is

based on building up a core position from scratch (you might

also hear me saying Trading the Campaign and/or Swing

trading). 

My aim is to keep these methods as less time consuming as

possible. However bare in mind learning anything new takes

extra effort and training. 

We'll utilize Daily/4 hourly candles and supply&demand levels

for our technical analysis. While keeping all the time a keen

eye on market flow. We will not aim to catch everything but

we will initiate trades when there is a strong evidence of

buying or selling.

There are 3 main trading methods we take advantage of:
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NOT A 
SIGNAL 
SERVICE

While some of you already trade your own methods and would

like to add to your tool box or if trading was nothing but a 1

step forward, 2 step backwards for you. This course is designed

to demonstrate a method of trading that harnesses the driving

forces of the markets. The only way to truly understand the

mechanics of speculators trading is through dedicated and

consistent work. That dedication comes from you. It is a step up

in your trading career to see the market from a point of

strength and execute with great confidence as you corner the

market. 

Make it your goal to find evidence of buying and selling. To

figure out when to hold and when to fold without second

guessing.  

This course teaches you through repetition how to find

opportunities and shape trade ideas that are in line with

market flow. 

This course is educational and 
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RISK TO 
REWARD 

RATIO
The traditional thinking is that a valid trade idea needs to carry a 

minimum RR of 1:2 or more. This ratio is flawed as it does not 

incorporate the probability of success. Where as Specs we 

identify risk to reward in terms of 'risk of loosing x probability of 

loosing over reward x probability of success'. Thus it is not 

uncommon to initiate trades that have an RR less than 1:1 while 

the probability of our trade idea coming out successful is almost 

%100.

In regards to:
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FT.COM 
REUTERS 

BLOOMBERG
Extracting market sentiment from the sources above on a daily

basis gives us a fair idea where market is headed or in some

cases why it's not moving at all. Analysts share their views

regularly and point out at what to look for or what to disregard.

I'll decipher and brief these on a daily basis. 

That will produce our raw resource to shape trade ideas in

conjunction with technical analysis. 

Through the course I'll share in full depth how to initiate a small

core position and build it into a massive holding without

suffering draw downs. 

 

 

Credible news sources are paramount in our line of 

business. News outlets such as:
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DISCLAIMER
Trading the financial markets carries a substantial amount of risk

and could result in loosing all of your investment. Be advise to

only trade with money you can afford to loose and keep risk in

check at all times.
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